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In recent years increasing attention has been paid to control of illicit transportation of
radioactive materials. Various methods (pagers/ portals etc.) are used in an increasing number
of locations to identify the presence of radioactive material. Unfortunately many of the
"detections" are caused by NORM material or Medical treatment remnants which may be
considered acceptable, as opposed to illicit transportation. The on-site Customs personnel
need some method of readily assessing these radioactive "detections" to segregate them into
different groups to permit the appropriate response.

Current instrumentation for these applications have been extensively tested at the recent
ITRAP [1] test program in Austria and these results showed that no currently available
instrument is capable of meeting the complex demands of the Customs user. However, the
tests provided an valuable input to a definition of the specifications that are required for such
instrumentation as outlined in a recent IAEA TECDOC [2]

A prime requirement is a hand-held, very portable unit that can accurately measure Gamma-
Ray and Neutron radiation to permit sources to be accurately located and then the same
instrument used to qualify the isotope involved. Qualification is of crucial interest to the
users as different isotopes require significantly different response (e.g. a Medical isotope
"inside" a person may be acceptable but a Neutron emission would require a very different
response.

A new instrument, THE IDENTIFIER (GR-135), has been developed specifically to
overcome the system weaknesses identified during the ITRAP testing. The primary
requirements as defined by IAEA, INTERPOL, and WCO are :

. Ease-of-use for non-technical users

• Gamma analysis capability in a Search mode

• Neutron detection capability

• Reliable Nuclide Identification for shielded and unshielded gamma sources

• Small and reliable

• Reasonable (low) price

The GR-135 has been developed to meet these requirements and field testing shows excellent
system performance. The unit incorporates 4 separate detectors in an integrated package that
is easily handled by non-technical personnel because the complex features are performed
automatically without requiring user intervention.

The EASE-OF-USE is a primary requirement as the expected users have no technical
background in radiation, so the instrument must be able to perform all it's "clever" functions
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completely automatically. The GR-135 has been designed with two user selectable modes of
operation - BASIC and ADVANCED mode. The BASIC mode is very easy to use and user
inputs and selections are restricted to a minimum. This is made possible by a combination of
artificial intelligence and carefully designed displays and functions that give maximum
information with minimum user input. Professionals can operate the same instrument in
ADVANCED mode enabling all standard spectrometer functions. Such user adjustable
functions such as Display contrast and system Gain stabilization are essentially fully
automatic.

The GAMMA analysis requirement for a SEARCH capability requires the use of a Sodium-
Iodide (Nal(Tl)) detector for high sensitivity operation so the GR-135 incorporates a large
volume detector - 66cm3

Pressurized proportional counters with 3He are widely used neutron detectors. For this
application, however, a Lithium-glass based scintillation detection system was developed.
This solution has the advantage that no high pressure tubes are required and therefore has
absolutely no restrictions for passenger aircraft travel. By carefully selecting the Li material a
very high Gamma rejection has been achieved and the technology surpasses the ITRAP
specification of reliable detection of 300g of Weapons Grade Plutonium at 0.25m in less than
10 seconds, yet is very small and compact and adds very little to the instrument weight.

The NUCLIDE ID requirement was to perform highly accurate ID in a complex field (mixed
sources) combined with various amount of shielding material between the source and the
instrument. This requirement is further complicated by restrictions on analysis time and
instrument price.

Table 1

Detector Material

NaI(Tl)
CZT (commercial grade)
CZT (research detector)
HPGe

Typical energy
resolution
[FWHM] @ 662
keV
7%
2.5%
1%
0.2%

Sensitivity

High
Low
Low
Medium

Price

Low
High
Very high
Medium

Portability

High
High
High
Lo

Table 1 lists detector materials in common use for qualification and quantification of gamma
radiation. The ultimate detector from a qualification point of view would be based on HPGE
technology due to the superior energy resolution. The requirement for liquid nitrogen
coolant,however, makes it impractical for the specific application. CZT-detectors offers
energy resolutions somewhere between that of HPGE and Nal(Tl) detectors, making it a
reasonable compromise between resolution an portability. The price for large size CZT
detectors or research grade detectors are still considered to high for the application and for
this reason it was decided to develop the GR-135 instrument around a hybrid combination of a
Nal(Tl) detector AND a CZT detector. The instrument will automatically select the optimal
detector based on the radiation field and the combination of these two detector technologies
ensures the best possible analysis capability. The limitation of the energy resolution of
Nal(Tl) has been addressed by combining a highly sophisticated peak analysis algorithm with
a complex nuclide library and spectral modeling. This makes the nuclide analysis superior and
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much more consistent enabling only isotopes that do not contradict with the measured
spectrum to be identified.

The GR-135 offers users the benefits of the maximum in current detector technology yet
functions as a very "simple" unit for the unskilled operator. Such a capability permits a semi-
skilled user to achieve a high level of on-site analysis capability yet also provides a data
output capability for technical involvement of a higher technical support level at an off-site
facility.
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